Introduction

Compact information on the considered disciplines
Mechanochemistry and tribochemistry disciplines are of particular importance for fundamental research and tribology engineering practice. They relate to specific coupling of physical and chemical phenomena leading to initiation of heterogeneous chemical reactions due to mechanical action.
Chemical reactions in solids initiated by mechanical action had been considered for a long period of time [1] . From the viewpoint of terms, mechanochemistry and tribochemistry may be compared with terms: physical chemistry and chemical physics. In the latter term physics is first and chemistry second. In tribochemistry, friction (tribos) is the first. Since mechanics includes friction, tribochemistry should be included in mechanochemistry. Reviews on mechanochemistry [2, 3] show Matthew Carey Lea as the first systematic researcher on the chemical effects of mechanical action.
Mechanochemical reactions are clearly distinct from those of thermochemical ones. To initiate thermochemical reactions an adequate heat amount has to be supplied to overcome the activation energy.
Mechanical interaction of a solid-solid enables chemical reactions to be initiated by lower activation energy than regular thermochemical reactions.
Even a very high calculated 'flash temperature' is short-lived, thus, it rather cannot initiate chemical reactions by heat. Reference [4] demonstrates that high local temperatures generated by friction at the contacts between rubbing surfaces can evolve thermionic activity, likely to be short lived and random. These localized, dynamic regions of intense thermionic emission can act as catalytic sites for chemical activity.
Definition of mechanochemistry for the present book chapter
Mechanochemistry is the science field dealing with ultra-fast chemical reactions between solids or solids and surrounding gaseous or liquid molecules under mechanical forces. There are many detailed definitions focused on selected branches of mechanochemistry. Reference [5] defines mechanochemistry as the branch of solid state chemistry where bonds are mechanically broken The bond breakage can induce electron transfers, triboelectricity (known as mechanoelectricity), and triboluminescence. These phenomena are in a branch of mechanophysics. Similarly, thermal expansion, piezoelectric effects, or compression by pressurizing might also be related to mechanophysics; details are discussed in [6] .
In this chapter the following general definition, taken from [7] [8] has been selected 'Mechanochemistry is a branch of chemistry which is concerned with chemical and physicochemical transformations of substances in all states of aggregation produced by the effect of mechanical energy'. This definition was formulated 50 years ago and is accepted nowadays.
Definition of tribochemistry for the present book chapter
Similarly to mechanochemistry, also tribochemistry relates to mechanically initiated chemistry. The activation energies of tribochemical reactions are lower than those of thermochemical ones. Chemical reactions of tribological additives proceeding during the boundary lubrication (BL) process involve the formation of a film on the contact surface. BL is the condition of lubrication, in which the friction and wear between two surfaces in relative motion are determined by the properties of the surfaces and by the properties of the lubricant other than viscosity. This definition is closely related to the Hardy's first approach to the boundary lubrication process [9] . Campbell [10] emphasizes that BL is perhaps the most confusing and complex aspect of the subject of friction and wear prevention.
Tribochemical reactions are also distinct from those of thermochemical reactions. The same is due to heterogeneous catalysis (HetCat) and tribocatalysis [11] . Principles and applications of HetCat are compiled in [12] . To initiate thermochemical reactions heat should be supplied. There are many definitions of the tribochemistry term. Reference [13] defines tribochemistry as the chemical reactions that occur between the lubricant and the surfaces under BL conditions and stresses that the precise nature of the chemical reactions is not well understood. Book [14] just states that tribochemistry concerns interacting chemical reactions and processes.
The present author proposes to consider tribochemistry as a subset of mechanochemistry and thus, for this book chapter the following general definition 'Tribochemistry is a branch of chemistry dealing with the chemical and physico-chemical changes of solids due to the influence of mechanical energy', has been selected [7] [8] .
Flash temperature vs. thermionic emission
Frictional thermal energy
The input of thermal energy generated in a tribological system of boundary friction is lower than the output. Thus, it seems convenient to consider heat evolution also in electronic terms. Not considering any heat loss, the difference is controlled by energy stored in the system. Looking at the mechanical work plane proposed in [15] , various portions of the work (power) include: input power, use-output power, loss-output energy rate, and a stored energy (thermal energy transformed from mechanical work). The energy stored (excess energy) points on the origin of enhanced reactivity of solids.
Mechanochemical reactions constitute a complex multistage process, which include stages involving mechanical deformation of a substance (the supply and absorption of mechanical energy), the primary chemical reactions, and different secondary processes [16] . It should be noted that higher reactivity of solids is of particular importance from the view-point of engineering aspects.
Brief information on the 'flash temperature' term
The temperature rise at the peaks of the contacting asperities can be high but their duration is very short. The high order of magnitude and very short duration is due to the tiny area of contact [17] . Flash temperature is a means of accounting for the local frictional heat flux. Details related to flash temperature till 1990 are summarized in [18] .
Reference [19] reviewing the present literature on flash temperature, demonstrates that for low-speed sliding, thermal effects on tribochemical reactions are negligible. Attempts to measure the contact temperature at very low sliding velocities in fretting [20] , show low temperature increases and, they are well corroborated by results of theoretical calculations.
An early publication by Archard [21] deals with temperatures evolved by friction. The second part of reference [22] is on temperature distributions of friction bodies. Critical assessment of the flash-temperature concept has been presented in work [23] . It is of note at this point that frictionally generated high local temperatures can also be reflected as the thermionic emission [4] .
Summarizing this information, it can be said that the flash temperature term relates to the maximum local temperature generated in a sliding contact. It occurs at areas of real contact due to the frictional heat dissipated at these spots. Theoretical study on frictional temperature rises and the flash temperature concept are assigned to Blok [24, 25] and continued by other researchers, eg. [21, 23, [26] [27] ].
Thermionic emission
Work [28] shows that when the friction contact takes place at the tip of the contacting asperities, local temperatures reach significant values even in the very small time interval of 3 ms. Recent publication [29] stresses that the maximum temperature reached at a single asperity contacts corresponds to the flash temperature. As there may be many asperity contacts of different size interacting at once, there should be a distribution of such temperatures. Reference [28] also demonstrates that the high flash temperatures occur even while the overall temperature rise of the surface may be much lower. This information leads to a linkage of triboemission with flash temperature. Now we need to come back to the present author's suggestion that flash temperature, expressed as the maximum computed friction temperature, can also be considered in terms of the thermionic emission [29] . Thereafter, flash temperatures might be expressed in the form of electronic energy. Most recently, that assumption was confirmed by examining of thermionic emission due to frictionally generated heat. The emission of electrons from a surface due to heating was investigated theoretically for sliding contacts [4] . A thermal model previously developed by Vick and Furey [30] [31] for sliding contact was used to predict the temperature rise over the surface and the Richardson-Dushman equation for thermionic emission was then used to estimate the corresponding current density from the surface. The computed results demonstrate that high local temperatures generated by friction of the contacts between rubbing surfaces can activate the emission of electrons (see Figure 1 ). The temperature increase in Figure 1 is observable over both the actual contact area and a region immediately downstream of the contact due to energy convected by the motion of the material. The maximum temperature rise is 1003 K and the thermionic current density increase has a severe peak in the neighborhood of the maximum temperature and is almost unnoticeable elsewhere. This is a result of the strong exponential nonlinear relationship between absolute temperature and current density. It is evidenced by results shown in Figure 2 , displaying the effect of increasing velocity or load over the narrow range of parameters. This effect is due to the strong nonlinearity and sensitivity between current density and temperature. Two decades back tribo-stimulated and photo-stimulated exoelectron emission (TSEE, PSEE) from reactor graphite was investigated, because an increase in TSEE from graphite was due to high friction. Selective deformation of graphite fibrils was identified with transmission electron microscopy [32] and it was found that the exothermic process during the preferred orientation caused emission of tribo-stimulated electrons. PSEE from reactor graphite was also detected. New surface analysis method using TSEE has been developed to estimate the ability for metals in practical use to emit electrons. This method uses an exoelectron emission phenomenon observed only while metal surfaces are mechanically rubbed with a PTFE (polytetrafluoroethylene) rotator. Number of electrons emitted from copper and iron metals during rubbing was measured using a newly hand-made electron counting device [33] . The relationship of emitted electrons to the XPS (x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy) results of the metal surfaces also was investigated.
Thermionic emission due to frictionally generated temperatures in sliding contact can have a number of important consequences, including activation of tribochemical reactions according to the NIRAM approach and enhancement of surface reactivity [4] . Therefore similarly to the typical TSEE, generated in the sliding contact, thermionic emission (eth), can be combined with the NIRAM approach in terms of enhancement of surface activity as demonstrated in Figure 3 [29] .
Accordding to the NIRAM approach tribochemical reactions are initiated by both tribo (e) and thermionic (eth) electrons of low-energy. 
Triboemission and triboplasma
Triboemission
Triboemission is defined as emission of electrons, charged particles, lattice components, photons, etc., under dry mechanical action, eg. surface damage caused by fracture processes or conditions of boundary friction. The fresh generated surface sites form a real bridge between physics and chemistry of the wear processes. Figure 4 depicts a simple idea of the exo-electron emission (EEE) process. There are many physical phenomena related to the wearing processes and mechanisms. These mechanisms are often connected with tribochemical reactions that are initiated by the surface enlargement effects. Figure 5 illustrates broadly the triboemission process. Details are in reference [34] , which distinguishes the following main types of triboemission phenomena: (a) emission of gas atoms and molecules, including emission of radicals and molecular clusters, (b) emission of electromagnetic radiation, (c) emission of electrons, (d) emission of ions, (e) emission of magnetic field, (f) emission of electric field including emission of electric charges and generation of tribocurrents, (g) emission of noise, vibration and acoustic emission, (h) heat evolvement.
Emission of gas atoms and molecules at friction results from the competition gas release and gas adsorption processes. When at certain sliding conditions, the rate of gas adsorption exceeds the rate of gas release, total emission rate becomes negative. Such emission of negative rate has been called anti-emission. The triboemission phenomena are classified into two classes by physical nature: emission of particles ('corpuscular'), and emission of energy, as shown in Figure 6 [29, 34] . The particle emission includes neutral particles (atoms, molecules, radicals and clusters) and charged particles (electrons, negative ions and positive ions). Three main types of energy emission encompass: electromagnetic energy, mechanical energy and heat. Mechanical energy includes mechanical oscillations of various frequency ranges, i.e. vibration, noise, ultrasonic emission, acoustic emission, etc. Electromagnetic emission can be classified into static and dynamic. Static emission includes static electric and magnetic fields, while dynamic emission includes electromagnetic waves of various wavelengths, i.e. radio waves; IR, visible, UV light; and X-rays [34] . Significant research in the field of triboemission was carried out by Nakayama et al. [35] . Kim et al. [36] investigated electron and photon evolvement (phE) from magnesia (MgO) under friction with diamond; they found that during indentation, prior to any fracture of MgO, only phE was observed. The relative intensities of these signals can therefore be used to follow the progress and extent of plastic deformation and fracture during wear on millisecond time scales [36] .
The work of Molina et al. [37] [38] characterized triboemission of electrons from diamondon-alumina, diamond-on-sapphire, alumina-on-alumina, and diamondon-aluminum. The three ceramic-materials consistently showed burst-type negatively charged triboemission during contact at constant load and speed, while the aluminum system produced no significant emission. Decaying emission after contact ceased also was detected from the three ceramic systems for durations exceeding the minute-range [39] . For the cases of diamond-on-alumina and diamond-on-sapphire, energy spectrometry showed that a large fraction of the triboemitted negative charges were of low-energy (eg. 1-5 eV). This finding was of significant importance because in the NIRAM approach, it was hypothesized that the energy level of triboelectrons to initiate tribochemical reaction should be 1-4 eV [40] .
Interestingly, an early work [41] demonstrated that electrons of very low energy (EEE) can be produced from solids by mechanical deformation, X-ray irradiation and chemical reaction; if the excitation is not great enough to produce normal electron emission, steady EEE can be produced by steady excitation. Another early work [42] investigated EEE from aluminum abraded in different atmospheres and found that under high and ultra-high vacuum conditions, such electron emissions is associated with a shift of photo-electric threshold dependent upon the residual gas pressure to which the surface was exposed. It was evidenced that the initial growth stage of emission is due to the adsorption of water vapor, the subsequent decay being associated with oxidation [42] . EEE process is also combined with triboplasma. Extensive review paper [43] shows exo-emission as a sensitive method for the monitoring of the initial stages in the fragmentation of polymeric materials subjected to mechanical action, and demonstrates that the electrons emitted when solids (dielectric materials, metals, and polymers) are subjected to mechanical influences are capable of inducing the dissociative ionization of the water molecules adsorbed on the surfaces. The studies reviewed in [43] demonstrate unambiguously the interrelation between the mechanoemission phenomena and the mechanochemical processes. A correlation between the electron emission phenomenon and mechano-chemical processes in solids is also presented by Khrustalev [44] .
Triboplasma
Elastic deformation is the first stage of the mechanical energy interaction between solids and leads to a change of the bond distances in the affected solid. Actually, it concerns mechanical energy transmission to solids. By and large, there are few processes for the transmission of mechanical energy by impact treatment. Heinicke in the Tribochemistry book [8] states the following: 'Immediately at the commencement of a grain colliding at high velocity with a solid surface it comes to a quasi-adiabatic energy accumulation and to the formation of an "energy bubble" at the point of action in the sub-microscopic deformation zone'. All these specific aspects are summarized in the phenomenological Magma-Plasma Model (MPM) [7, 8] . As the MPM process is combined with the EEE process, it is of very significant importance for both mechanochemistry and tribochemistry. Figure 7 depicts the Magma-Plasma Model. The short life of the triboplasma causes no Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, thus an equilibrium temperature cannot be given and the chemical process taking place in the excitation phase cannot be described by the laws of thermodynamics [8] . The highest stage of energy excitation changes dynamically into the next stage characterized by the relaxation of the plasma states and is termed as "edge-plasma" and "post-plasma". Work [45] describes the energy dissipation on solids activated by impact along with adequate discussion.
Mechanical forces make the atoms leave their equilibrium positions due to lattice vibration, alter bond lengths and angles of their atomic arrangements leading to electronically excited states (see Figures 3, 5, 7) . The energy field incurred by the tribophysical effects, for example the EEE process, triboluminescence, triboplasma, crystal defects etc., initiates specific tribochemical reactions.
Mechanochemistry in terms of processes being triggered in the solid state chemistry, due to the application of mechanical energy, is extremely complex. Tribochemistry as its branch is even more entangled. Our present knowledge shows that mechanochemistry is also well combined with nanoscience [46] .
NIRAM and HSAB (hard and soft acids and bases) and catalytic approaches
Basic information on NIRAM
In brief the NIRAM approach comprises the following major steps.

Low-energy electron emission and generation of positively charged spots; 
Interaction of the emitted electrons with the lubricant molecules producing negative ions and radicals on tops of the rubbing surfaces;  Reaction of negative ions with positively charged sites of friction surfaces; 
Other reactions, producing organometallic or inorganic film, which protects the rubbing surfaces from wear; if the shear strength is high chemical bonds of organometallic compounds are cleaved resulting in producing inorganic films and further radicals;  Eventual destruction of protective layer caused by wear, followed by electron emission and subsequent formation of a new protective film. Figure 8 illustrates the NIRAM reaction cycle. Most recent review [11] is on the NIRAM approach and shows its interrelationship with tribocatalysis. The application of the NIRAM approach explains the role of exoelectrons in some relevant tribochemical reactions detailed in [29] . In summary, this boundary lubrication model proposes the formation of protective organometallic and inorganic layers on rubbing surfaces. The initiation reaction process is due to mechanical action evolving emission of low-energy electrons (1-4 eV) combined with flash temperature expressed in the thermionic emission (see Figure 1 ).
Examples of NIRAM applications
Traditional approach to mechanisms of AW and EP lubricant additives
Tribochemistry of lubricating oils is overviewed in Pawlak's book [47] . Important and interesting approach to oil formulations and complex lubrication processes is assigned to inverse micelle. Figure 9 illustrates the inverse micelles involvement to interactions of base oils with major engine oil additives. The nature of the tribochemical film is the key to better understand the mechano-chemical processes that give rise to chemical films separating mating solid elements and thereby reducing wear and seizure. The chemistry and tribology of EP additives have been recently well reviewed from the viewpoint of the presently accepted action mechanism [48] . On the other hand, chapters in the same book consider also the NIRAM approach [49] [50] . Chapter on 'Tribochemistry' [51] details the NIRAM approach, presents specific reactive intermediates and mechanisms of selected organic compounds.
Examples of NIRAM controlled tribochemical reactions
Work [52] investigated tribochemical reactions of carboxylic acids under boundary lubrication conditions and it was found that, apart from regular salt (monodentate carboxylate group), salts with double bond in α, β position and chelating symmetric bidentate carboxylate group are formed. Figure 10 presents the proposed structure of iron salt with double bonding. These types of compounds are not produced under static conditions. It was found that bidentate surface configuration increased after the occurrence of the tribochemical reactions induced by surface rubbing. This proves this finding which was accounted for by the NIRAM approach. The new finding also clearly demonstrates the difference between tribochemical and thermochemical reactions. This finding is evidenced by other research results [53] on tribochemical and thermochemical reactions of stearic acid adsorbed on a copper surface. Work [54] , investigated changes of hexadecane under boundary lubrication conditions considering both (i) the chemical transformation of the bulk lubricant and (ii) the chemistry of products generated in wear tracks. Detailed analysis of hexadecane after friction tests showed that during the friction process aldehydes, alcohols and carboxylic acids are produced. This finding clearly indicates that tribochemical reactions cause significant changes of the apparently non-reactive paraffin hydrocarbon. The reaction process initiated by the frictional energy is in line with the NIRAM concept.
Regular monoester ester hydrolysis process produces alcohol and carboxylic acid. Work [55] aimed at checking role of hydrolytic reaction for the soap formation mechanism from esters. It was tried to find if typical conditions under boundary lubrication cause the hydrolysis of esters dissolved in hexadecane. Figure 11 reflects a ball wear reduction versus the additive concentration in hexadecane. These results enabled to state that the hypothesis saying 'during the friction process under boundary lubrication conditions lubricated by aliphatic esters, the ester hydrolysis process cannot proceed without an adequate catalyst' is well substantiated. Thus, it is possible to conclude that the soap formation mechanism from esters under boundary lubrication conditions is controlled by the NIRAM approach [56] . The ester reactive intermediates produced via the dissociative electron attachment, showing two types of C-O bond cleavage, are presented in Figure 12 . The first bond cleavage type produces carboxylate anion (RCOO -) and the free radical R • . The second bond cleavage generates the alkoxide anion (RO -) and the [R-C=O] • free radical that undergoes further reactions. To produce free radicals and thereby initiate the free radical chain reaction process either heat or catalyst is needed. Therefore, an electron attachment in this case acts as a catalyst. The exoelectron dissociative attachment to an ester molecule yielding two types of negative ions is clearly evidenced by the electron attachment mass spectrographic results [57] . 
Basic information on NIRAM-HSAB theory
Gilman [58] emphasizes that mechanochemical effects have often been attributed to strain energy assisting thermal energy. When covalent bonds are bent or sheared, the energies of their highest occupied molecular orbitals (HOMO) are raised, whereas the energies of their lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (LOMO) are lowered and, the gap between levels determining a bond's stability is decreased [59] . If the strain becomes big enough to close the gap, the bonding electrons can move freely, and, the reaction can take place immediately. The simplest way of illustrating that phenomenon is based on a generalized NIRAM-HSAB theory and provides its possible application for accounting for some tribochemical processes under boundary lubrication conditions. Figure 13 [11] depicts the model. Presently this model has been applied to account for very complex tribochemistry of silicon nitride (Si3N4) [60] . The tribochemical reaction pathway of Si3N4 was accounted for in terms of the NIRAM-HSAB theory, in which tribo-electrons play an important role to decrease the activation energy. This may explain the reason why some products can be formed only by friction such as the tetrasiliconalkoxide obtained in lubrication with alcohols. Tribochemical wear provides flat surfaces, and decreases stresses since insoluble tribo-products act as lubricants by forming protective films, such as hydrated silicon oxides when water is present, and silicon alkoxide polymers in the case of alcohols. Figure 14 accounts for tribochemistry of Si3N4 with water. Figure 14 . Interpretation of the tribochemical reaction of water with silicon nitride based on NIRAM-HSAB theory [60] .
Applying the NIRAM-HSAB approach, the formation of silicon compounds from Si3N4 lubricated by alcohols is represented in Figure 15 , which follows the scheme of Figure 14 .
The enhanced reactivity of silicon nitride under friction relates to active sites such as dangling bonds, and the action of tribo-and/or thermionic emissions. It should be noted that, according to Figure 16 , the intermediate is the anion RO − , which is formed also during polymerization of the silicon alkoxide [61] [62] , thus further increasing the rate of the tribochemical reaction. In the intermediate depicted in Figure 16 , electron and proton are exchanged between the two reagents S and L. This exchange mechanism is based on the subatomic particles involved in chemistry and, it is clear relationship between the intermediate and transition state reflected in the product formed. So that the tribochemical reaction pathway of silicon nitride has been accounted for in terms of the NIRAM-HSAB theory, in which triboelectrons play an important part to decrease the activation energy or increase the reaction rate. This may explain the reason why some products can be formed only by friction such as the tetra silicon alkoxide obtained in lubrication with alcohols.
Catalysis and tribocatalysis
Catalysis is the phenomenon of a catalyst action and the catalyst is a substance that increases the rate at which a chemical system approaches equilibrium, without being consumed in the process [12] . To initiate thermochemical reactions, the reaction system temperature should be increased to overcome the activation energy barrier (see Figure 16 ). The same is due to the catalytic process, but the catalyst lowers the reaction activation energy. Usually, it is demonstrated by the difference of the activation energy (Ea). Considering tribocatalytic reaction as the tribochemical one enhanced by the rubbing of catalyst, most recently it was demonstrated that in the tribocatalytic ethylene oxidation, the activation energy (Ea) with friction was less than 2% of the thermochemical reaction [63] .
Activation energy lowering is a fundamental principle of catalysis and it applies to all forms of catalysis. For catalytic process to occur, a chemical interaction between catalyst and the reactant-product system is necessary, however this interaction should not change the chemical nature of the catalyst. With a catalyst, the energy required to go into the transition state decreases, thereby decreasing the energy required to trigger the reaction process. The rates of chemical reactions increase as temperature increases. Chemical reactions have rate constants approximated by the Arrhenius equation
where A is the pre-exponential factor for the reaction. Heterogeneous catalysts provide a surface for the chemical reaction. Most heterogeneous catalysts are solids that act on substrates in a liquid or gaseous reaction mixture.
Reference [64] reviews and discusses the effect of mechanochemical activation on the catalytic properties of different systems. It is noted that the activity of a catalyst with defects is somewhat higher than its activity in the equilibrium state, emphasizing that the degree of increase in activity depends on the amount of the excess energy stored. It is stressed that the energy stored in defects influences the catalytic properties through the variation of thermodynamic potentials.
Practically all types of chemical reactions are accompanied by a change in energy. Some of them release energy to their surroundings mostly in the form of heat and thus are called exothermic. Conversely, some reactions need to consume heat from their surroundings to proceed. These reactions are called endothermic. Reactions that proceed immediately when two substances are mixed together are called spontaneous reactions. The application of mechanical energy associated with friction releases physical processes that can be the cause of tribochemical reactions of solids with lubricant molecules. Figure 17 demonstrates a general approach to physical and chemical events relating to boundary lubrication conditions. The common denominator of these reactions is that they are triggered by low-energy electrons. This statement is relevant to hypothesis of the present author saying that the intermediate reactive species of both mechanochemical and tribochemical reactions are produced by the same mechanism. Mechanolysis is very special branch of mechanochemistry, particularly from the view-point of water splitting technology.
History and present state of the mechanochemistry and its relation to tribochemistry
Summary of historical background based on Takacs's work
The feasibility that chemical reactions in solids can be initiated by mechanical deformation and/or tribological contact, had been considered for almost 120 years back. At that time M. Carey Lea [1] wrote 'Mechanical force can bring about reactions which require expenditure of energy, which energy is supplied by mechanical force precisely in the same way that light, heat, and electricity supply energy in the endothermic changes which they bring about'.
Typical historical reviews of mechanochemistry by Takacs [2] [3] have presented Matthew Carey Lea as the first systematic researcher on the chemical effects of mechanical action. Mechanical energy triggering chemical reactions had been of particular significance in development of mechanochemistry, known for over two centuries.
Early twentieth century (1919) Ostwald considered mechanical energy influence on chemical reactions and coined the term 'mechanochemistry'. However, at that time Ostwald was not able to say anything on the independent character and the importance of this field of chemistry. Another detailed review paper [6] on mechanochemistry deals also with its historical development. Superb experimental historical achievement of Carey Lea relates to the cinnabar (HgS) decomposition by trituration in a copper mortar with a copper pestle to produce Hg element and thereby to combine mechanochemistry with tribochemistry, due to the fact that trituration relates to friction 'tribos'. This clear description of the mechanochemical action on initiation of chemical processes is described in Takac's papers [3] as follows 'Native cinnabar (mercuric sulfide, HgS) was rubbed with vinegar in a copper mortar with a copper pestle yielding the liquid metal.' According to Tackacs [3] the source of such information is assigned to "Theophrastus' History of Stones" [65] , a 1774 English translation of Theophrastus' Greek original written at the end of the 4 th century B.C. It is the earliest preserved text on any subject related to chemistry or metallurgy. Thereafter, the sentence on the preparation of mercury is very probably the earliest reference to any mechanochemical reaction, extending the documented history of the process by two and half millennia [3] .
Action mechanism of the first mechanochemical discovery
Another paper [66] reviews widely and precisely mechanochemistry of solids. Describing reaction of mechanochemical synthesis a kind of conclusion is clearly expressed "One of the key problems to be solved in this area is what is the start, or trigger, of the self-propagating hightemperature synthesis process? Is the Joule heat or the formation of contacts between the particles, which would be sufficient for self-heating in the contact zone to transfer the process into the regime of self-propagating high-temperature synthesis".
This Section demonstrates how the NIRAM approach might be applied to account for the mechanism of cinnabar (HgS) decomposition to produce Hg element and thereby to interconnect mechanochemistry with tribochemistry. It is hypothesised that both typical mechanochemical and tribochemical reaction processes are mostly triggered by triboemitted negative particles. The proposed decomposition mechanism encompasses three major steps. Mechanical action emits low-energy electrons. The emitted electrons interact with Hg=S to produce negative-ion-radical (NIR) reactive species. NIR reacting with O2 produces unstable HgSO2 which decomposes to metallic Hg and SO2. In brief summary, the NIRAM approach can demonstrate the first feasible mechanism of the cinnabar mechanochemical decomposition to produce Hg element and thereby to interconnect mechanochemistry with tribochemistry.
Now we need to consider the mechanism of cinnabar (HgS) decomposition by trituration in a copper mortar with a copper pestle to produce Hg element and thereby to more interconnect mechanochemistry with tribochemistry, due to the fact that trituration relates to friction 'tribos'. In this case also the reaction of HgS with copper (Cu) is taken into account. The whole reaction is:
The reaction might proceed via the negative-ion-radical reactive intermediate
The intermediate interacting with copper positively charged sites can produce CuS and Hg. It is assumed that during the trituration in a copper mortar with a copper pestle, electron (eΘ) is emitted and positively charged copper atom (Cu  ) is produced. Thus, the NIRAM based reactions take place:
Please note that here we have to take into account not only CuS but also 2Cu2S: (6) other considered compounds might include Cu2S and CuS2.
Comparison of the NIRAM approach with the generation process of mechano-anion-radicals (MARs) in polymers
The NIRAM concept is based on the hypothesis that low energy electrons (1 to 4 eV), emitted from rubbing surfaces, can be the key factor in some tribochemical reactions [11, 29, 40, 51] .The concept of the MARs generation process in polymers is based on the polymer mechanical degradation via two types C -C bond cleavage: (i) homogeneous and (ii) heterogeneous. Generation process of polymer mechano-anions is combined with the polymer triboelectricity phenomenon caused by mechanical scission of the polymer main chain on a friction surface.
It is generally known that the friction between dielectrics results in the buildup of electric charge. The energy of electrons emitted from polymers amounts to scores of keV, with the emission itself being a lengthy, slowly decaying process; such electrons are called mechanoelectrons. Most recent paper [67] reports (see also references in [67] ) the mechano-emission arises as a result of the ionization of surface traps at the expense of the energy which is released in the annihilation of the defects which are formed during cleavage; the slow electrons are accelerated in the field of negatively charged segment of the freshly cleaved surface. Slow electrons appear upon the ionization of surface traps. The energy of the electrons was evaluated from the deviation of the electron beam in a magnetic field and by measuring their passage through obstacles.
At this point the following question is asked. Is here the only mechanism involved that electron transfers from the mechano-anion (R Θ ) produced via heterogeneous bond cleavage as suggested by Sakaguchi et al. [68] ? The electron transfer from R Θ was documented by the following reaction in dark with tetracyanoethylene (TCNE) electron scavenger as follows:
Figure 18 summarizes all the process steps, where • R1 and • R2 relate to free radicals of homogeneous C-C bond cleavage. Rand R + relate to anion and positive ion species of the heterogeneous polymer bond scission. Radical R • concerns electron transfer from the negative ion R -(anion) to TCNE either during mixing or photo irradiation. The electron transfer reaction in the dark at 77K is promoted by physical mixing of fractured sample in the vibration glass ball mill and, after milling; the fractured sample was dropped into the ESR sample tube under vacuum in the dark at 77K and photo irradiated using an IR lamp with a glass filter corresponding to visible light [68] . Thus, everything is clear for the irradiation effect due to electron detachment. On the other hand, for reaction (7) here an alternative mechanism is proposed, as detailed in Fig. 19 . Figure 19 . Application of the NIRAM approach to account for the mechano-anion-radical generation Actually, generation of mechano-anion-radicals relates strictly to triboelectricity and is reviewed in reference [68] . It cites a wide range of papers which aimed at finding evidence for both heterogeneous C-C bond scission and polymer triboelectricity. The review strongly suggests production, eg. mechano-anions induced by mechanical fracture of PCV. EPR studies provide evidence TCNE radical-anion generation. However, the formulation of a satisfactory theory to account for the triboelectricity of polymers has yet to be established. The same is due to clear evidence for heterogeneous C -C bond scission. An extension of the NIRAM approach to better understand the mechano-anion-radicals allows considering tribochemistry as a branch of mechanochemistry.
Triboelectricity or contact electrification of materials is a very complex phenomenon. According to [69] the first studies on contact electrification were carried out over 2500 years ago, when experiments showed that rubbing amber and wool caused the two materials to become oppositely charged. Our scientific understanding of contact electrification has not progressed too much and, it is still not known what species is being transferred between the wool and amber to generate the charge, and how rubbing influences the process [70] . That review paper concludes with a discussion that virtually all questions involving electrostatics are in fact open ones and the size of existing particles is of special importance. It was assumed and partly evidenced that small particles charge negatively and the larger particles should charge positively. Fig. 20 illustrates the effect of contact geometry for contact charging of bulk-scale surfaces of identical insulator materials [70] and, some works referred in it. 
Present knowledge on mechanochemistry and tribochemistry
Brief introduction
Particularly important research and practical application of mechanochemistry is well reflected in INCOME (International Conference on Mechanochemistry) series of special meetings initiated in 1993 by International Mechanochemistry Association (IMA). IMA is the associate member of International Union of Pure and Applied Chemists (IUPAC). These conferences regularly serve as a common platform to bring together all stakeholders from academia, research and development organisations, along with industry to foster the growth of the discipline [71] . The first INCOME meeting was held in Slovakia (1993). Participants from 25 countries of 4 continents took part at the meeting. This international forum was preceded by eleven All-Union Symposia on Mechanochemistry and Mechanoemission.
INCOME 2011 focused on mechanochemistry and mechanical alloying, was held in Herceg Novi, Montenegro. The conference aimed at providing a forum for presentation of new results, identification of current research and development trends along with future directions and, promoted interactions dealing with various aspects of the discipline. Presented research papers concerned both mechanochemistry and tribochemistry. By and large, they demonstrated the progress of studies on the chemical and physicochemical processes proceeding in solids under mechanical action.
Major recent review papers
Some review papers have already been described in previous sections. They specifically relate to mechanochemistry [46, 66] and/or tribochemistry [6, 11, 29] . The most recent extensive critical review paper [72] aims at providing a broad but digestible overview of mechanochemical synthesis, that is reactions conducted by grinding solid reactants together with no or minimal solvent. This critical review includes over 300 references focused on the historical development, mechanistic aspects, limitations and opportunities of mechanochemical synthesis. It emphasizes that although mechanochemistry has historically been a sideline approach to synthesis, presently it may move into the mainstream because it is increasingly apparent that it can be practical, and even advantageous [72] . This is because it provides the opportunities for developing more sustainable technologies. Additionally, synthesis of metal organic frameworks (MOFs) has to be mentioned here, as it have become presently one of the most intensely researched areas of materials chemistry and, it might relate to both mechanochemistry and tribochemistry.
An earlier detailed review paper generally aimed at mechanical activating of covalent bonds [73] , also considers mechanochemistry of crystals, metals, alloys, and polymers. The latter is related to already discussed in detail heterogeneous C -C bonding splitting in polymers [68] (see Section 5.3). By the employing of mechanochemical solid-state reaction, Fujiwara and Komatsu synthesized a novel C60 dimer linked by a silicon bridge and a single bond [74] . The novel C60 dimer was synthesized using a high-speed vibration milling (HSVM) technique and, the product obtained was fully characterized by a wide variety of sophisticated analytical techniques. The electronic interaction between the two C60 cages was evidenced by the electrochemical method. For instance, in these dimers, the two fullerene cages are connected by sharing a cyclobutane ring. the mechanochemical solid-state reaction of C60 with alkyl or aryl halide in the presence of alkali metals was found to cause alkylation or arylation of C60 possibly by the intermediacy of the C60 radical anion [74] . The mechanochemical reaction of the fullerene with dichlorodiphenylsilane (Ph2SiCl2) and lithium (Li) metal, under the solvent free conditions, allowed synthesizing the C60 dimer fused with a silacyclopentane ring, as shown below [74].
Practical aspects of mechanochemistry
Very detailed review publications [72] [73] include a wide range of industrial applications of mechanochemistry and underline the need for sustainability brought about by the Kyoto Treaty and the increasing global demand for products leading to an increase in sustainable manufacturing processes. Such processes and/or new technologies can lower environmental demands. Improved sustainability can be realized in the form of reduced energy use, less organic solvents, better selectivity and reduced waste. Recent well specified study [75] presents several advantages of mechanochemical technology, such as simple process, ecological safety and the possibility of obtaining a product in the metastable state. Thus, it gives an overall review of the mechanochemistry applications in waste management. Interestingly to note that based on that study, the modification of fly ash and asbestos containing wastes (ACWs) can be achieved by mechanochemical technology (MCT). Finally, MCT provides with a prospective application in pollution remediation and also waste management. Hazardous metal oxides can be transformed into easily recyclable sulfide by mechanochemical sulfidization; the waste plastics and rubbers, which are usually very difficult to be recycled, can also be recycled by mechanochemical technology [75] . At this point the importance of waste-free mechanochemical synthesis and production should also be noted [5] .
Another study [76] demonstrates that the mechanochemical treatment of an expired drug as ibufren, may be very useful and non-polluting way to change the bioactive molecule of a pharmaceutical formulation into non-toxic product. In the degradation mechanism two major steps are considered. The first one in the degradation process that leads to the detoxification of the drug, is induced by the presence of a co-reagent aluminum hydroxide. The second step relates to oxidative decarboxilation to an intermediate stable benzyl radical which, reacting in the presence of oxygen during milling, produces several products. The number of the generated products is controlled by the milling time. Thereafter, mechanochemical treatments are environmentally sound for general approach to detoxify chemical-pharmaceutical waste. Thus, in this case a type of molecular mechanolysis without solvent or usual thermal contribution can be considered [76] .
Extension of mechanochemistry practical applications is broadly described by Todres in the book on both mechanochemistry and tribochemistry [77] . The specificity of the Todres' book is that it discusses chemical reactivity of organic molecules mechanically treated separately or together and, describes mechanochemically initiated polymerization, depolymerization and mechanolysis. It also considers lubricant design and lubricity process. Organic solids/materials are very liable to attrition representing wear caused by friction (tribos) and therefore relating to tribochemistry. This is evidenced by considering detailed organic reactions with lubricating layers.
How mechanochemistry is entangled with tribochemistry
Selected books and review publications
Mechanochemistry comprises a wide branch of the reactivity research of solids activated by mechanical action. It also deals with mechanisms of solid-phase reactions, aiming at making new materials by non-traditional methods. Nowadays, it is an established field of materials science and solid-state chemistry [58] . The importance of mechanochemistry is evidenced by several books clearly presenting its scientific and practical achievements [46, [78] [79] [80] .
The latter book [80] is on powder technology and deals with a variety of particles, from submicrometer to large grains and gravels and from liquid mist or droplets to bubbles, as well as solid particles and aggregates. As it considers with two-phase and three-phase mixtures, it relates to work in different science and engineering fields and, thereby demonstrate a bridge between pure mechanochemistry, inorganic chemistry and/or technology, organic chemistry and/or technology and, tribochemistry in its broad meaning. Thereby, it evidences simultaneously how mechanochemistry is complex and entangled with tribochemistry. On the other hand, a lot of natural and artificial phenomena encountered in our daily lives may be accounted for by knowledge of powder technology.
Some books are related to tribology [15, 28] or tribochemistry [7] [8] , however they also consider mechanochemistry. Another one tends to tribochemistry via organic mechanochemistry [76] . The same is due to review papers [13, [16] [17] and book chapters [48] [49] [50] .
In summary, presently both mechanochemistry and tribochemistry appear to be a science with a sound theoretical foundation. Their major benefits include lower reaction temperatures and increased reaction rate. As a consequence, processing of materials can be performed in simpler and less expensive reactors during shorter reaction times.
Mechanochemistry vs. tribochemistry
It is known that some chemical substances react differently when exposed to mechanical and thermal energy. The term mechanochemistry was coined by Oswald for the corresponding branch of chemical physics. In this sense, mechanochemistry should be considered along with thermochemistry, electrochemistry, photochemistry, sonochemistry, chemistry of high pressures, shock waves, or microwave effects [76] . In fact, organic solids are very liable to attrition; inorganic materials appear to be more resistant [81] and the attrition represents wear caused by rubbing or friction which already relates to tribochemistry.
At this point we need to come back to the Todres book [77] , which outlines the main regularities governing transformations of mechanically activated organic compounds and discusses physical processes that affect these transformations. Some chapters concern more specifically the mechanically induced reactions of organic synthesis and the chemical transformations of organic participants of boundary lubrication. As already indicated, the mechanically induced synthesis of the desired organic compounds is advantageous in the sense of rates of formation.
Summarily, this is preferred over expenses required for mechanical activation (say, for the electricity spent to rotate a mill); chemical forces arise from summation of excess enthalpy of individual participants and that of chemical interaction. Thus, such chemical processes should be described in terms of the tribochemistry action mechanisms.
Similarities between mechanochemistry and tribochemistry
Definitions of mechanochemistry and tribochemistry, formulated 50 years ago [7, 8] , are generally accepted and, the following definitions have been selected for this Chapter.
Mechanochemistry is a branch of chemistry which is concerned with chemical and physicochemical transformations of substances in all states of aggregation produced by the effect of mechanical energy. Tribochemistry is a branch of chemistry dealing with the chemical and physico-chemical changes of solids due to the influence of mechanical energy.
Mechanochemistry is the science field that deals with athermal or ultra-fast chemical reactions between solids or between solids and surrounding gaseous or liquid molecules under mechanical forces. Another approach defines mechanochemistry as the branch of solid state chemistry where intramolecular bonds are mechanically broken [5] . Actually, the same is due to tribochemistry. Both mechanochemical and tribochemical reactions are also distinct from those of themochemical reactions. The same is due to heterogeneous catalysis (HetCat) and tribocatalysis [11] . Triboemission, triboplasma, and NIRAM-HSAB approach consider electronic effect of on mechanochemistry and tribochemistry. To initiate thermochemical reactions heat should be supplied. Thus, it seems convenient to consider heat evolution also in electronic terms. Additionally, it is suggested to consider tribochemistry as a subset of mechanochemistry.
There is an overlap of disciplines based on chemical reactions initiated by the mechanical action. Not considering any heat loss, the difference is controlled by energy stored in the system. Looking at the mechanical work plane proposed in [15] , various portions of the work (power) include: input power, use-output power, loss-output energy rate, and a stored energy (thermal energy transformed from mechanical work). The energy stored (excess energy) serves as the origin of enhanced reactivity of solids.
Differences between mechanochemistry and tribochemistry
Taking into account that tribochemistry is the subset of mechanochemistry, major differences between mechanochemistry and tribochemistry is formal, as compared with chemical physics and physical chemistry. There are many physical processes related to the wearing and mechanisms. These mechanisms are often connected with tribochemical reactions. The nature of the tribochemical film is the key to understanding the mechanochemical processes that give rise to chemical films separating friction solid elements.
Significant evidence for the above suggestion comes from book [77] . That book aimed at correlating mechanical actions on organic substances with the molecular events triggert by these actions. The term organic mechanochemistry, defined as convertion of mechanical energy into the driving force for molecular oe structural phase trtansitions, was introduced. Importantly, Todres in his book [77] emphasizes that chemical engineering needed inorganic mechanochemistry be addressed first. Organic mechanochemistry has been in its infancy for a long time. The specificity of the Todres' book is that it discusses chemical reactivity of organic molecules mechanically treated separately or together and, describes mechanochemically initiated polymerization, depolymerization and mechanolysis. It also considers lubricant design and lubricity process and, differentiates mechanochemical publications from tribochemical ones.
At this point, it is proposed to assign inorganic mechanochemistry to mechanochemistry and, organic mechanochemistry to tribochemistry. Thus, major differences between mechanochemistry and tribochemistry have a formal character.
Common denominators of mechanochemistry and tribochemistry
Considering that the excess energy (energy stored in a sytem) serves as the origin of enhanced reactivity of materials under mechanical treating, their common denominators broadly encompass triboemission and triboplasma processes.
In the present Chapter understanding, there is only a formal overlap of these disciplines in terms of inorganic and organic chemistry. Accordingly, mechanochemistry is the inorganic mechanochemistry and, tribochemistry is the organic mechanochemistry. Tribochemistry is considered as a subset of mechanochemistry.
The major denominatot for inorganic mechanochemistry, organic mechanochemistry, catalysis and tribocatalysis is the NIRAM-HSAB approach, because it allows accounting for most of very specific tribological findings. It also demonstrates how organic chemistry is changing via physical chemistry, chemical physics and nowadays by contributing to tribochemistry. Book chapter [82] details physical and chemical phenomena concerning the tribochemistry discipline.
Conclusions
Mechanically initiated chemical reactions in solids are not new and presently there are many practical and theoretical achievements. Since mechanically initiated chemical reactions in solids have not received adequate attention yet, first of all a better understanding between researchers dealing with mechanochemistry and tribochemistry is needed. It was a major goal of this Chapter.
The new approach to mechanically initiated chemical reactions shows that the NIRAM-HSAB theory is important in accounting for most of very specific tribological findings and, also allows to account for the first mechanochemical reactions, for example (2) or modify the mechanism of heterogeneous C -C bond splitting in polymers.
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